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Cues, important possibly: (cycling segments with new spokes)  

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by goura fotadar 

on: 01219, 11319 

tag[s]: stream analysis, crazy theories 

source, citation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCbjuQRDGa8 (as accessed on 11219 & 

11319)[left off at 13:37][left off at 21:16] 

“drugs, … lots of drugs”  

Implied Comprehensions 

Social relevancy, how to use: signs of an attempted and-or completed rape, … translates always? (also 

how to catch and charge rape)  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCbjuQRDGa8
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To getting a kick-out 

Former apostrophe means bring other people to get the kick-out to work [time-change translation:] 

What’s the benefit of doing the kick-out alone or something like alone [or at least phase starting this 

way] 

What’s the benefit of doing the kick-out with a re-enforcing group [or this way, in a follow-up phase] 

A side comprehension what actually qualifies as a re-enforcing group; and how to earn qualification to 

be part of a re-enforcing group; groups; or large …; groups intersected …  

Ou[d] there ideas: 

Is the 1st daughter the 2nd daughter at a different time [in life]; this makes things; way more worse in 

ideology; because then from the earlier clips the mother (1st daughter) is killed and then through some 

bizarre refraction accused of her own murder at an age [i.e. before]  

Additional Cues: 

Sighted hate crime [shown in person] [means at least one witness is an actual consented militia member 

creates reliability in surveillance] in crime context from sight of observation cues [which is right now, the 

present] … applied time translation implies lgbtiq pertinence: cue “gay” caught  

The obvious question: was the primary accused/killed [the same person in this bizo ou[d ] there idea[s] 

section] a member of the lgbtiq community; and also are those other images of her going through a 

transition of becoming a him, 

Other relevant cues  

“college” & illicit substances  

Examinations of substance-e in cues (might be to uh deploy from a cover of a substance abuse story, a 

cover of such a history, and examine “college” and collegiate references from this angle) 

Other question[s] to consider: 

What is the relevance of the “sex journal”  

 

Interesting conceptions: 

Two versions of murder: self-murder (suicide) and external (to self) murder (homicide)  

[“Tylar Witt” useful clichés: Skylar needs to go to college and/or some form of education if even 

remedial, …  
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Then what does Skylar translate to:  

Common(-ly) (possibilities):  Sky: religious such as Sky is (closer to?) heaven; flight, wings/pilot, extreme 

sports,  

lar: sounds like girl, which is implied from these crime cues second gender connected in these crime 

cues to gender changing  

… ] 

How much do the two [forms of death ideation] have to do with each other: … 

In sequence: actual verification of confession is what analysis of evidence 

“capable” doesn’t mean likely  

& the story example of the “one hit” implies a romantic relationship; the images need to be digitally 

studied to see if two adults are actually under the mother, daughter relationship …  

“one hit” and a difference since that incident; implies normalcy in response in a romantic relationship 

[contained by the present time] 

Inverse  (rough)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

\                                                                                                      / 

   \                                                                                                   /                       ship 

       \ ---------------------------------------------------------------------/ 

 

Tells us what about meaning, (of) this, &  

 

Below theme product citation: http://www.bathandbodyworks.com, as accessed on 11319  

http://www.bathandbodyworks.com/
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